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2 Posting, Tweeting, Pinning, Chatting, Snapping, Blogging… We love Social Media.

Social media is commonplace today; various reports1 suggest that the average American spends anywhere from two to 

nine hours a day using social media. Whether its posting, pinning, or tweeting, we have definitely engaged social 

networks! Businesses are no exception. Nearly every Fortune 500 company has a social media presence. The same is true 

for many small- to medium-sized firms. Today, businesses need more than a website; they need social media to engage 

with customers, to maintain their brand’s image, and to drive traffic to their virtual or brick-n-mortar store fronts.

The Challenge of Social Media

We know that the modern era has an app for everything; yet, managing the variety and functionality of social media applications, especially for 

the small business owner or entrepreneur is daunting, if not sometimes, impossible.  More often than not, social media is either not maintained or 

maintained erratically. Messaging gets mixed, and consumers get lost. When this happens, consumers check out, and the small business owner 

loses. But what can be done to mitigate these challenges?

Introducing the Three C’s of Effective Social Media

We argue that effective social media must follow three basic tenets: Consistency, Conciseness, and Connectivity. These are 

the 3 C’s of Social Media that every small business owner and entrepreneur must know to effectively employ social media. In 

our role as business consultants, we believe following the 3 C’s will (1) raise awareness of your product/servicing offerings, (2) 

reach customers you wouldn’t normally reach, and (3) build your reputation, your brand, and your business.

Are you ready to successfully use social media? Great! The pages that follow will provide you practical advice for creating 

consistency, ensuring concise communication, and creating long-lasting customer connections. Along the way, we’ll share a 

social media success story and provide a few warnings to keep you on target. We know you’ll find value. (Oh, and if you do, 

why don’t you tweet about it!)

1 Wallace, K. (2015). Teens spend 9 hours a day using media. Retrieved from CNN.com. 
Mander, J. (2015). Daily time spent on social networks rises to 1.72 hours. Retrieved from Globalwebindex.com
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3 #1 - Consistency

#2 - Conciseness

Be brief. 

We’ve changed the way we consume information. Today, we 

read content on our smart phones and tablets. We absorb 

chunks of data quickly. And personalization rules – we get 

what we want, when we want it. As such, organizations must 

adapt their social media to cut through consumption clutter 

to guarantee that their customers receive the right content 

and act accordingly.

Helpful hints to achieve conciseness:

I. Use transparent and to-the-point language. 

II. Use strong, interactive words, like “access” instead of “look 

up” or “select” rather than “click here.”

III. Don’t waste your reader’s time; say what you have to say 

in as few words as possible. Be intentional. Surprisingly, 

consumers sometimes make poorer choices when 

presented with too much information.

Create a consistent image and message.

It is widely understood that good positioning of your product 

or service in the mind of the consumer is an antecedent to 

successful business. As such, to achieve proper positioning, 

consistency in image and message across all platforms is 

paramount. Inconsistent content and communication creates 

dissonance, driving consumers away and decreasing the 

likelihood of consumption.

Helpful hints to achieve consistency:

I. Ensure your logo, branding, biography, and even type 

face are standardized, where appropriate.

II. Create compelling stories that you can build on in 

subsequent social media interactions with consumers.

III. Display the same advertisement on various platforms. For 

example, a consumer should see the same 10% off 

coupon on Facebook and Twitter.

IV. Post on a regular, strategic basis
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Which Social Media App is Right for You?

Not all apps are created equal; each has unique benefits. 

Select the right mix to increase reach and ensure success.
#3 - Connectivity

Platform Strengths/Benefits

Facebook  Most used and most known social 

media app

 Business-specific home pages with 

locations & hours of operation

 Low-cost advertising options

Twitter  Youth-oriented consumer market

 Easy to generate trending 

conversations

 Great for micro-blogging

Snapchat  Live Stories chronicle your events & 

happenings

 Great for flash retail sales promotions

 Advertise through pictures

Instagram  Picture-oriented content for visual 

consumers

 Appeals to 17 – 24 year old customer

 Purchase space for sponsored ads

Pinterest  Female-oriented consumer market

 Great for service-oriented businesses

 Create Boards to align topical 

interests of your target audience

Hootsuite  Analytical tool to see which posts are 

most engaging

 Provides automated tweets, posts, 

etc.… via a scheduler to save time 

and ensure consistency

 Offers true integration of social media 

messaging and brand image

Create touchpoints that last.

Connections build credibility and relevance. Yet, even more 

importantly, every touchpoint provides businesses with the 

opportunity to strengthen the bond with their customers. As such, 

create opportunities to connect like-minded individuals, and use 

your firm to be the tie that bonds.

Helpful hints to achieve connectivity:

I. Post to increase your reputation as someone who is up to 

date, does quality work, is available, and cares about the 

customer. 

II. Encourage customers to be actively involved in their 

interactions with your social media.

III. Start to expand the horizon of potential viewers; give them 

something they never previously considered.

IV. Create videos that automatically engage the viewer.

V. Create situations where your social media and your followers 

will be directed back to your website to increase the 

likelihood of sales.
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5 Pitfalls to Avoid When Using Social Media
Enter the world of social media strategically.  A haphazard approach may damage your brand and possibly your 

business. Unfortunately, many small business owners or entrepreneurs typically make the same five mistakes that 

historically have proven costly. Avoiding these pitfalls may save you not only a headache but also an “unsocial” 

experience on social media.

Don’t Mix Professional Content with Personal Content
Maintain a firewall between the organization and your personal life; this is true for owners and employees. Your 

customers don’t care where you ate or what you saw on TV. Keep social media professional and firm-specific.

Don’t Post at Midnight (or 10am for that matter!1)
Learn what times are most important to post, but don’t post at midnight, or 4am, or 10am. Instead, post at breakfast 

time, lunchtime, or dinnertime as these are times when most people check their social media. Besides, no one wants to 

hear their phone’s notification sound at 4am. That’s just rude.

Don’t Overload your Customers with Unnecessary Content
Think rationally when posting; ask yourself, “Do my customers really need this content? Will they find value in it?” If not, don’t 

share it or send it. Customers will unfriend you if you weigh them down with too much content. Find a balance between too 

much posting and too little, but error on the conservative side.

Don’t Over Promote Yourself Either
Use social media to expand the knowledge of your follower or reader. Consider using the 80/20 rule: 80% of your 

content should promote others, education ideas, or other useful content.  Only 20% of your content should involve 

promotion of your business; this includes sales or special events.

Don’t Forget to Point your Social Media back to your Website
Remember, your website is your point of sale. All social media must point back to your website to convert 

interactions into sales.

1 Times may be different for some social media apps
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6 Effective Social Media for Diana, a Homeschool Curriculum Entrepreneur

Diana approached Anderson University (AU) Enactus with a problem: declining sales, an ineffective marketing plan, and disjointed

social media. In short, her business was hemorrhaging.

The AU Enactus team conducted a thorough needs assessment and immediately implemented several necessary changes to revitalize

her homeschool curriculum business.

Case Study

The Results:

Does social media matter? Indeed!  For Diana, the impact on her sales, 

her customers, and her markets are worth sharing on social media!

[With AU Enactus’ help], “…my competitive 

advantage is now my video blogging!”

- Diana

January Sales Growth: 960%

Facebook Reach: 50%

Number of New 

International Markets:
4

Our Social Media Solution:

We improved her social media presence - providing 

consistency across all platforms including Facebook, 

Instagram, and Pinterest; we created a schedule for written 

blogs and video blogs to ensure content was delivered at 

the right time to the right audience.  We ensured she was 

using the most effective social media outlet for 

homeschooling, and that her communication was concise. 

Further, we calculated which social media sites reached 

the most people to ensure maximum exposure. We also 

designed a new eye-catching logo that she could use 

consistently across all media, incorporated advertising 

promotions into her posts, and connected her social media 

to her website. 

With these social media changes, Diana has found that 

business sustainability is no longer a threat.
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7 About Anderson University (AU) Enactus

AU Enactus (formerly Students in Free Enterprise) proves every 

day that college students can and do change the world. The 

student-run organization demonstrates how free enterprise 

principles can make a positive impact in our world. AU 

Enactus’ mission is to work side-by-side with individuals and 

organizations so that each is empowered to live up to its fullest 

God-given potential. 

AU Enactus is an extra-curricular activity; yet, as the 

preeminent business team within the Falls School of Business at 

Anderson University, it is central in the life of the business 

school. No other experiential opportunity within the Falls School 

of Business exposes students to the application of 

entrepreneurial principles, to the prospect of connecting with 

executives of Fortune 500 companies, or to the opportunity to 

develop leadership, communication, and project 

management skills. 

AU Enactus is also part of the global Enactus organization that 

encourages creativity and rewards results; the pinnacle 

reward is winning regional, national, and or even world-wide 

competitions. Competition offers students the ability to interact 

with business executives, attend a career fair, and develop 

public-speaking skills. 

Want to Be a Part of our Team?

We invite you to join AU Enactus students in making a positive 

impact on Anderson and Madison County. 

Consider a tax-deductible sponsorship1 which:

1. Enables Enactus to assist businesses in the local community 

2. Empowers the next generation of business leaders

3. Provides your brand with local and national visibility

Gold Tier ($5,000)

•Silver Tier plus…

•Co-host an event with Enactus

•Personal social media consultation

Silver Tier ($2,000)

•Bronze Tier plus…

•Company name or logo on our social 
media profiles

•Workplace cleanup

Bronze Tier ($200)

•Logo on Regional Competition 
materials

•Company recognition on our Enactus 
website

1 Consult a tax-preparation specialist as needed; Contributions should be made payable to 
Anderson University and designated for AU Enactus
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8 Contact Us

enactus@anderson.edu

(765) 641-4274

Follow Us

@auEnactus

auenactus

www.anderson.edu/business/learning/enactus


